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a review
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Despite the ongoing
global pandemic, 2021
was another busy
and impactful year for
Public Affairs activities
across the IET.

The IET’s Josie
Fraser gave oral
evidence on Green
Jobs to the House
of Commons’
Environmental
Audit Select
Committee.

We were delighted that Josie Fraser, a
member of the IET Education and Skills Policy
Panel, and Deputy Vice Chancellor of the
Open University, was one of only four people
to give evidence. In giving evidence, Josie
impressed upon the committee the need to
consider and incentivise adult skills.
Recognising the need for retraining as we
transition to net-zero must be a high priority
she suggested.
Following publication of the IET’s Green Skills
survey, we met with colleagues from the UK
Government’s Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy, to brief them
on the survey. This briefing fed into their
Green Jobs Taskforce and its evidence
gathering stage.
The House Live, an online resource widely
regarded by parliamentarians, published an
article promoting the report and included
comment from Parliamentarians, including four

members of the Environmental Audit Select
Committee: Phillip Dunne MP (Con, Ludlow,
Bridgnorth and South Shropshire), Duncan
Baker MP (Con, North Norfolk), Cherilyn
Mackrory MP (Con, Truro and Falmouth) and
Jerome Mayhew MP (Con, Broadband). The
article highlighted how members of the
committee said the IET report must serve as a
“stark wake-up call” for the government.
We continued to produce episodes of our
podcast, Engineering a Better World, a new
episode focused on Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion. Panellists included Amanda Solloway
MP (Con, Derby North), Minister for Science,
Research and Innovation, Baroness Berridge,
Minister for Women and Ella Podmore, IET
Young Woman Engineer of the Year 2020.
Listen to the podcast here.

In March, we launched our new 6G report
with an article on The House Live, featuring
comment from senior Parliamentarians,
including Matt Warman MP (Con, Boston &
Skegness), Digital Minister, Stephen Metcalfe
MP (Con, South Basildon and East Thurrock),
former Chair of the Science & Technology
Committee, Chi Onwurah MP (Lab, Newcastle
upon Tyne Central), Shadow Minister and
Stephen Timms MP (Lab, East Ham) member of
the Broadband and Digital Communication
APPG.
Chi Onwurah said the IET, was “quite right” in
calling for active government engagement in
the development of 6G technology.
Meanwhile, the Minister for Digital
Infrastructure, Matt Warman, welcomed the
report, noting that it highlighted the “huge
potential” for the next generation of mobile
technology. “The government is working to
place the country at the forefront of next

generation networks to maximise the benefits
for our future economy and level up,” said Mr
Warman. “This includes investing in research
and development and leveraging the
strengths of UK industry and academia.”
Along with EngineeringUK, IMechE and the
Royal Academy of Engineering, we met with
officials from the UK Government’s
Department for Education to discuss careers
advice in schools. The meeting was arranged
in preparation of the publication of an
Engineering UK-led report on careers advice,
in which the IET has been involved.
To mark International Women’s Day, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak MP,
held a virtual meeting with IET President, Prof
Danielle George, IET Trustee Yewande Akinola,
and finalists of the IET Young Woman Engineer
of the Year Awards. It is believed this is the
first time that an IET President has met with
the Chancellor.

6G for
policy makers
An IET guide on shaping the
direction of the evolution
of wireless-based services,
networks and technology over
the coming 20 years
6G for policy makers – The case for change
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4. The case for change

6G for policy makers – Wider policy implications

A significant driver of mobile
technology generation changes has
been the quest for ever higher data
speeds. This has been a good thing, as
higher cell data rates also mean higher
capacity. 3G arrived a few years ahead
of market demand, 4G a few years
behind – at least in Europe – and 5G
looks to be just about right.
Higher data speeds, however, require wider channels
that can only be accommodated in higher frequency
bands. These make wide area coverage much more
expensive as the frequencies have a much shorter
range. This has led to a shrinkage in national coverage
of the higher data speed capability.
The risk of continuing with this path is that the
outcome becomes less and less a ‘mobile’ service. The
switch back in Europe from 26GHz to 3.6GHz as the
prime pioneer band for the roll out of 5G enhanced
mobile broadband was the first warning sign that the
old model is running out of road.

But coverage shrinkage hasn’t been the only problem.
The high cost of providing even reduced coverage
has put mobile operator business models under more
and more stress. The majority of consumers have
consistently been unwilling to pay for higher data
speeds. Competition keeps prices low. Net neutrality
regulation prevents over-the-top enterprises, selling
high data-consuming services like video, from being
charged a carriage fee as they would on satellite or
cable distribution networks. The need to use higher
spectrum bands to support higher data rates – and the
consequential rise in the number of base stations –
leads to a sharp increase in investment levels needed
for next generation infrastructure.

6. Wider policy implications

Today we’re at a point where 5G data speeds as
high as 1Gb/s are possible in urban areas, but
mobile network operators can’t justify the necessary
investment in dense small cell networks. This
sits alongside a recent Ofcom study on coverage
obligations, which showed a guaranteed universal
data rate of 2Mb/s was all that would be economically
feasible to impose.
The traditional focus on ever higher data speeds for a
new mobile generation is no longer sustainable. A new
approach is needed that positions 6G innovation as an
opportunity to break out of this unsustainable business
model.

Figure 1: The traditional approach sets arbitrary goals at the start.

6.1 The role of governments in 6G
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No single government or company
can dictate the final outcome for
what has the potential to be the
world’s largest open “collaborative
technology project” over the coming
decade. Nevertheless, many
governments will engage with 6G
in a variety of ways:
10x lower latency

4. Governments have a responsibility to
ensure long term improvement plans are in
place for national wireless infrastructures.
6G has the power to get people responsible
for different parts of a national, digital and
telecoms infrastructure around the table and
work together to synchronise diverse but
interdependent upgrades. The 5G label has
already shown the value of this.
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1. Often consensus building can begin most
easily “at home” and governments are well
placed to facilitate this. It will maximise the
influence of their research community in the
global debate on the direction of 6G.

2. Governments funding national research have
it within their gift to make mobile radio research
outcomes greater than the sum of incoherent,
fragmented parts through supporting regional
and international research collaboration.

5. Governments have a role in preparing their
industries and society to be ready to take-up
and benefit from the 6G technology when it
eventually arrives.

Today, governments have a lot of short-term problems
to address and, in some cases, this is squeezing
out capacity for long-term thinking. This guide is
intended as a wakeup call that now is the moment that
governments need to begin to be a part of the national,
regional and global 6G conversations.

3. The way in which radio waves travel across
frontiers makes “regional” cooperation essential
on the new ways mobile bands will be used.
Governments and/or national regulators have a
role to play here.
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Later in March,
we launched the
fourth episode
of our podcast,
Engineering a
Better World,
which focused
on the road to
net-zero.

Panellists included lan Brown MP (SNP,
Kilmarnock and Loudoun), SNP spokesman for
Energy and Climate Change, Jerome Mayhew
MP from the Environmental Audit Committee
and Elaine Greig from the IET Energy Policy
Panel. The podcast provides a valuable
opportunity to promote the recently
published IET report: Offshore energy
infrastructure landscaping – UK and
neighbouring waters. In total, our podcasts
were listened to Parliamentarians and their
teams 2,000 times during the year.
We were delighted to welcome the Shadow
Minister for Energy and the Green New Deal,
Dr Alan Whitehead MP (Lab, Southampton
Test), to the IET’s Green Skills webinar.
During the webinar, Dr Whitehead said:
“Engineers will save the planet”.
Chair of the Government’s Innovation Expert
Group and Royal Academy CEO, Hayaatun

Sillem, hosted a roundtable with Alex Jones,
BEIS Director of the Innovation Strategy to
discuss to the Government’s innovation
strategy. Dr Timothy Dafforn, Chair of the IET’s
Innovation and Emerging Technologies Policy
Panel, represented the IET. The meeting
focussed on BEIS’s new Innovation Plan, which
is believed will be the successor to the
Industrial Strategy.
Working with the Manufacturing All Party
Parliamentary Group, we took part in a
manufacturing roundtable. Chaired by Sarah
Olney MP (Lib Dem, Richmond Park), the
event focused on Delivering Net-zero through
Digital. Following the roundtable, a report
was produced, due for publication in 2021.
The report is likely to call for Government
incentives to drive green investment and help
achieve zero carbon manufacturing.

has various nuances across factory operations and
business leaders must think critically about the
problems that need to be solved.
So how does digitalisation help us on the path to
sustainability? Digitalisation can help with collecting
and organising data on energy and material flows.
Historically, companies have mainly used data to
improve labour productivity, but digitalisation can now
be used to drive out energy inefficiency in production.
Such new analyses can feed into traditional process
improvement activities, allowing engineers and

technicians to better question and adapt existing
processes, practices and infrastructure.
As we have learnt from the lean revolution, knowledge
exchange and upskilling are at the heart of process
improvement; it doesn’t need big capital expenditure,
but rather creative ways of using technology within
the constraints of standard business operations. We
need to bridge the gap between finance, sustainability
and digital teams to exploit the benefits of net zero.
This means a culture shift – encouraging cross working
across digitalisation and sustainability teams.

manufacTuring neT zero: hoW do We achieve iT?
RECOMMENDATION 1
The government should ensure that support packages for manufacturers are promoted and delivered, at scale,
across the UK. Such support and training should lead to all businesses working to decarbonise consistently.
Rationale
This recommendation addresses the fact that there are many support packages, funding competitions
and training programmes available to businesses. Each has its place; however, in a busy landscape it can
become difficult for manufacturers to know where to start on their sustainability journey.
The problem of the knowledge gap is twofold; first, businesses not knowing how to harness digitalisation;
and second, not having the skills required within their workforce. The UK is well placed to become a
thought leader in the space of digitalisation: throughout Covid-19 it has become very clear that early
adopters of the digital economy benefit greatly during times of uncertainty and shocks, as they are better
able to pivot. However, the knowledge must be shared throughout organisations from business leaders to
technicians and engineers.
There is a wide range of services available to help: The Catapults, The Knowledge Transfer Networks,
training providers, and Trade bodies, Institutes of Technology, producers and sellers of green technologies
and the Manufacturing Advisory Service. This wealth of knowledge is an asset to the UK manufacturing
sector, and yet the 2020 Garner Smart Manufacturing Survey found that 57% of manufacturers felt that
their organisation lacks skilled workers to support smart manufacturing digitalisation plans5. If this is to
change, government needs to make these support services accessible to all businesses in the UK, raise
awareness of their availability, and support industry role models to show the benefits. During our evidence
sessions, several stakeholders suggested that role models in the sector – or ‘Digitalisation heroes’ – could be
used to showcase the success of these services in a form that is accessible to all sectors and business
leaders.
Our evidence showed there is no lack of enthusiasm or motivation. On the contrary, across the sector
there is pent-up demand to upskill and reskill all parts of the business to start on their decarbonisation
journey. Robust knowledge exchange and upskilling will ensure that there is a strengthened and expert
advisory service to engage with SMEs, providing mentoring, support and improved university
connections. But it is critical that all these offers are in harmony and help to drive the twin goals of
digitalisation and net zero. The government needs to review the objectives of all these support services
to ensure they are mutually reinforcing and not clashing with ambitions.
Government should ensure that, whatever access point a company uses, this takes them to consistent,
net zero focussed training and knowledge exchange programmes that support digitalisation and
decarbonisation, and fit with the ambitions of the Net Zero and Innovation Strategies.
For our part, the APMG will be continuing to explore this debate in greater depth as part of our
examination of manufacturing skills post Covid-19.

To coincide with the
IET’s 150 anniversary
in May, Stephen
Metcalfe MP, Chair
of the AI All Party
Parliamentary
Group, tabled an
Early Day Motion in
Parliament relating
to the IET’s 150th
anniversary.

Early Day Motions (EDMs) are motions
submitted for debate in the House of
Commons for which no day has been fixed.
EDMs are used to put on record the views of
individual MPs or to draw attention to specific
events or campaigns.

Darren Jones MP, appearing in the Green
edition of the show, talked about the need for
Britain to meet our climate change targets and
what this would mean for people. He
emphasised the need to decarbonise travel
and industry as well as insulating our homes.

The text of the Motion was as follows:
“That this House congratulates the Institution
of Engineering and Technology on its 150th
anniversary; notes the Institution’s
considerable work to share and advance
independent engineering expertise; further
notes the opportunity that the anniversary
brings to engage and inspire young people so
that engineering and technology is seen as a
force for good and key to solving many of the
biggest challenges facing the world.”

Appearing on the People edition of the show,
Chi Onwurah, MP talked about the diverse
and exciting world of engineering. “It is
important to make our world representative of
the people who live in it and therefore better
for the people who live in it”, she said.

There was cross-party support for the Motion,
including from Carol Monaghan MP (SNP,
Glasgow North West), SNP Spokesperson for
Education, Jim Shannon MP (DUP, Strangford),
and Tahir Ali MP (Lab, Birmingham Hall Green).
To celebrate 150 years of the IET, we worked
with a number of Parliamentarians to appear
on the IET’s The150Show. Guests included
Greg Clark MP (Con, Tunbridge Wells), Chair of
the Science & Technology Select Committee,
Darren Jones MP (Lab, Bristol North West),
Chair of the Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy Select Committee, Stephen Metcalfe
MP, Co-Chair of the AI APPG, Chi Onwurah
MP, Shadow Digital Minister and Jack Sargeant
MS (Lab, Alyn and Deeside), a Member of the
Welsh Parliament.
We have also worked with Parliamentarians to
show their support by sending us “birthday
messages”.

Stephen Metcalfe MP talked about
engineering’s perception problem, the reason
behind the UK Government’s Year of
Engineering campaign in 2018. “The perception
problem requires Government, businesses,
schools and organisations such as the IET to
come together to highlight the excitement of
engineering”, he said. Greg Clark MP appeared
in the Digital edition of the show and
highlighted that all areas of our lives are
transformed by technology.

It is important to make our
world representative of the
people who live in it and
therefore better for the
people who live in it.

Our 150th anniversary gives us
a fantastic opportunity to
celebrate our rich history. We
also want to use it to engage
and inspire young people so that
engineering and technology are
seen as a force for good and key
to solving many of the biggest
challenges facing our world.

In June, we published our refreshed Public
Affairs strategy. The strategy aims to position
the IET by 2030, as a leading global thought
leader for engineering and technology.
Following a question asked at Women and
Equalities Questions by Julie Marson MP (Con,
Hertford & Stortford), the IET briefed her on
our Equality, Diversity and Inclusion activities.
Julie is keen to engage more girls and women
in STEM subjects. She was very interested to
hear about our awards & scholarships as well
as our education programmes and offered her
support in promoting these across her
constituency.

A new IET report: Advancing safety in
transport through automation, was published
in September. It examines potential
approaches to advancing safety in transport
through automation. It was written for the
transport industry, the engineering
community, policymakers, and anyone with an
interest in autonomy and how it can transform
how we move people and goods. It was
shared with key Parliamentarians with an
interest in this area.

Advancing safety in transport through automation – Approaches to measuring hazards, safety and risk

Advancing safety in transport through automation – Recommendations

2. Recommendations

Advancing safety
in transport
through
automation

In the functional safety standards based on IEC
61508, Functional Safety of Electrical/Electronic/
Programmable Electronic Safety-Related Systems, a
framework is proposed based on six categories of
likelihood of occurrence and four of consequence.

The development of autonomous transport systems brings new challenges. This includes
assuring safety in the design and operation of the systems, but it also provides an
opportunity to improve safety across all four sectors: road, rail, maritime and air.

Department for Transport (DfT) annual UK transport statistics should include a suitable crossmodal comparison of risk and safety. This needs to be properly researched and could involve multiyear average death rates and other data in comparable and relevant units.

2.

Invest in approaches to validate/verify data sets for artificial intelligence-based (AI) systems
(training and operational) and qualification of AI safety-critical applications. This should include a
national infrastructure that enables the collection, dissemination and use of data sets drawn from
all sectors, as well as establishing international collaboration. This data could be used for research
and to inform standards development.

3.

Rail, air and maritime all have investigation branches which have contributed massively to safety
improvements over the years. Road has no such function and this has to change as automotive
moves towards autonomy, or many lessons will be lost. DfT should establish a road accident
investigation branch to bring together expertise in vehicle crashes.

Engineering standard ISO 26262, Road vehicles –
Functional safety, is an adaptation of IEC 61508 for
Automotive Electric/Electronic Systems and IEC 62279
and its equivalent European Norm EN50128 provides
a specific interpretation of IEC 61508 for railway
applications. It is intended to cover the development
of software for railway control and protection including
communications, signalling and processing systems.

Categories of likelihood of occurrence

Vehicle/vessel safety is only a part of overall safety when it comes to automated
vehicles. The focus needs to be on system safety and we need to take full advantage
of cross-modal learning and standardisation of approaches. By promoting a common
approach to safety analysis and standards, the transport industry will be able to share
scarce specialist resources.

1.

How a cross-modal approach
will ensure a positive impact

3.2 Measurements of risk

Category

Definition

Range (failures per year)

Frequent

Many times in system lifetime

> 10-3

Probable

Several times in system lifetime

10-3 to 10-4

Occasional

Once in system lifetime

10-4 to 10-5

Remote

Unlikely in system lifetime

10-5 to 10-6

Improbable

Very unlikely to occur

10-6 to 10-7

Incredible

Cannot believe that it could occur

< 10-7

Our Public Affairs work draws on
the expertise and insight of our
global membership and highlights
how engineering and technology
drives economic growth and
improves quality of life for us
and future generations.

Consequences categories
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4.

Establish a cross-modal working group to develop a new standard for the functional safety of
programmable safety-related systems. Recognise that management and maintenance of these
complex safety-critical systems will be at least as challenging as their initial design and establish
requirements and infrastructure to ensure safety is maintained throughout a system’s life.

Category

Definition

Catastrophic

Multiple loss of life

Critical

Loss of a single life

Marginal

Major injuries to one or more persons

Negligible

Minor injuries at worst

5.

Cyber security is becoming increasingly important in most modes of transportation, particularly
as automation and connectivity grows. Therefore, relevant standards should be reviewed for their
suitability and adequacy.

Safety integrity level (SIL)

6.

Invest in further research on the public perception of autonomous systems. This will build trust
through the design and development of inclusive solutions that increase adoption, and address
concerns around negative impacts of autonomous systems.

In the functional safety standards based on IEC 61508
four SILs are defined, with SIL 4 the most dependable
and SIL 1 the least. The definitions and values for a
given SIL are not consistent between applications.

Safety integrity levels (SILs) can be used to specify a
target level of risk reduction.
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In October, we
interviewed Prof Phil
Blythe, IET Vice
President, and former
Chief Scientific Adviser
at the UK Government
Department for
Transport. Phil shed
light on his time in the
role, which sits at the
heart of Government,
and how the IET
assisted him.

Working in partnership with the National
Engineering Policy Centre, which brings together
many of the PEIs, we responded to HM
Government’s Spending Review consultation.

1
Six engineering ambitions for the UK Spending Review

Six engineering ambitions
for the UK Spending Review
The National Engineering Policy Centre’s
submission to the 2021 Spending Review

Entitled: Six engineering ambitions for the UK Spending Review, the document set out six priorities for
investment for the government to deliver its ambitions to ‘build back better.
We were one of 33 signatories to a letter sent to the Chancellor urging him to use the Spending Review
to deliver the commitment made in the 2020 Budget to increase public investment in research and
development (R&D) to £22bn by 2024/25. Other signatories to the letter included the Royal Academy
of Engineering and Engineering UK. The letter received coverage in the national press.

September 2021

The National Engineering Policy Centre sets out six priorities for investment at
this year’s Spending Review, that are necessary if the government is to deliver
its ambitions to ‘build back better’ 1.
Achieving a thriving, low-carbon economy
and reaching the 2050 net zero target is an
unprecedented challenge – in the scale and pace
of policy change, action and investment that is
required. Whether achieving the skills, digitalisation,
infrastructure or research and innovation needed
for the future, all are shaped by the need to achieve
net zero.
The UK’s path to net zero, and its ability to
decarbonise at sufficient speed and scale, is
contingent on urgent decisions made by the
government now, and in the years that immediately
follow – as reflected in the actions set out here.
This must be in parallel with development of a farreaching and comprehensive transition plan.

As engineers, we build and maintain the national
infrastructure, built environment and the supporting
systems on which society and the economy depend.
Engineers have a vital role to play in creating
systems and solutions to address the climate crisis
and support sustainable use and management of
natural resources. We innovate, design and create
new products and services to improve the quality of
life, and the safety, security, health, and wellbeing of
the public. Our priorities come from that practical
perspective.
Engineers and the professional engineering
institutions to which we belong are ready and
willing to support delivery of these priorities.

National Engineering Policy Centre
We are a unified voice for 42 professional engineering organisations, representing
450,000 engineers, a partnership led by the Royal Academy of Engineering.

We were delighted to host a Parliamentary
reception in December. The event was to
mark the end of the IET’s 150 anniversary
celebrations.
We welcomed over 50 guests, including
15 Parliamentarians. Speeches were given by:
Chi Onwurah MP, Shadow Minister for Digital,
Science & Technology, Lee Rowley MP,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
the Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy and Net Zero Industry
Champion, and Sir Julian Young and Professor
Danielle George from the IET.

Also in December, IET staff and volunteers met
with Patrick Harvie MSP, Minister for Zero
Carbon Buildings at the Scottish Parliament.
We were delighted to brief him on the IETs
activities including retrofit and green skills.
We hope to continue working with the
Minister into 2022.

The Parliamentary event also enabled us to
kick off work to highlight the need for more
primary aged children to have access to STEM
education from an earlier age. This work will
gather pace in 2022.

In total, throughout the year, we engaged with
82 key stakeholders. These were a mixture of
Senior Ministers, Chief Scientific Advisers, Peers
and MPs. Despite the challenges we all
continued to face in 2021, it was a successful
year as we continued to engage with
Parliamentarians across the UK and beyond.

Further podcasts were launched, focused
around the COP climate change conference.
“Strengthening our climate resilience” included
Parliamentarians Wera Hobhouse MP (Lib
Dem, Bath), Liberal Democrat Spokesperson
for Climate Emergency and Energy, and Philip
Dunne MP, Chair of the Environmental Audit
Select Committee. IET Fellow Simon Harrison
appeared on behalf of the IET.

We will continue to work with Parliamentarians
to highlight changes that need to be made to
the school curriculum to ensure our young
people have access to STEM education from
an earlier age. There is also exciting work
looking at the barriers to modernisation in the
construction industry and built environment
sector and communicating these to
government.

The final podcast of the year focused on how
Net-zero starts at home. It featured Anthony
Browne MP, Chair of the Environment APPG
and Rick Hartwig and Stephanie Baxter from
the IET.

As we move into 2022, we will continue to focus on our
Strategy 2030 which aims to position the IET as a global
thought leader. We look forward to furthering our
activities into more countries and territories. We will be
raising awareness among Parliamentarians of areas they
must look at as part of the Online Harms Bill.

For further information, please email us at
PublicAffairs@theiet.org
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